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The economy evolution passes through the digital phase and its mar-

ket globalization leads to a competition between business models 

evolving as fast as the technology that carries them. 

How, in the digital and social media era, to be seen, heard  
and meet today’s customers expectations?  
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MARKETS VIEWS
ECONOMY	AND	DIGITAL	TECHNOLOGIES

Over the past decade, the socio-economic world has seen many upheavals.  
All the 2007 financial crises shook the whole world economy and highlighted  

the deficiencies of a fragile financial market. 

Blind for too long and not aware of what was upcoming, the states have allowed 
the development of a dangerous network of structural dependencies and their 
populations are paying the price today. The international economic growth is in 

great difficulty as shown in the following graph. 
.

	

The slowdown in the world economic growth is a problem that raises questions and concerns. 
Funding is becoming more and more difficult to obtain and companies are struggling to compete in 

the marketplace. As logical consequences, employments are becoming scarce, wages are falling and 
purchasing power is down…

The survival of the market economy was through its reinvention…
Facing this precarious situation, the European population had to find other 

sources of income. 2007, the year in which the Internet officially entered the evo-
lution phase described by specialists as Web 2.0. Real digital toolbox, the Web 

2.0 was going to create a revolution that would impact all sectors. 



A	multitude	of	platforms	flourished,	allowing	individuals	to	get	together	according	to	their	

affinities,	interests,	etc.	Social	media	became	important	and	prepared	the	ground	for	new	

economic	models	particularly	innovative.	The	collective	would	become	the	keystone	of	an	

unprecedented	revolution.

The following decade was the entry of a new era with the development of the 
Web 3.0 as well as the multiplication of mobile connections supports such as 
tablets and smartphones. The community driven web that once used keyword 
search turned into a “smart web” based on algorithms that, by analyzing us-

er’s navigation, allowed it to access personalized and dynamic content. 

The ubiquity of internet and people connected almost permanently are now 
an integral part of people’s daily lives and modify their relationship to the 

world, to the information, and with others as well as the way they consume.

The web has become a mass media and those changes need new strategies. 
When the majority of the population is connected and constantly bombarded 

with information, we need to make room and deploy means to be seen and 
heard. In terms of referencing, we do not have to only focus on its visibility in 
search engines results but also be active on social media, get involved in all 

the communities and make themselves known by as many people as possible.  

	 	



The crypto currency market

Facing government’s inability to regulate financial practices, many began to think  

of an alternative currency able to free themselves from financial operators, while having  

the currency structural advantages. Many payment alternatives are already available such  

as Paypal, Google Wallet, Skrill, 2checkout but these solutions are FIAT currency  

digital wallets, nothing more. 

	

	

The arrival on the market of the Bitcoin in 2009 disrupted the digital economy and paved 

the way for a real revolution in the field of online transactions proposing a digital currency 

independent from financial regulators, decentralized and highly secured thanks to the 

blockchain system. If this technology creates controversies, it multiplies unprecedented 

perspectives over time.

The	crypto	currency	market	is	being	nurtured	by	a	rapidly	expanding	global	community.	

Direct	competitor	to	traditional	financial	operators	and	FIAT	digital	currencies	portfolios	

such	as	Paypal,	the	blockchain	security	system	is	based	on	a	dynamic	encryption	principle	

with	a	verification	for	each	transaction	positioning	the	crypto	currency	technology	as	the	

future	of	online	regulations	in	terms	of	security,	accessibility	and	speed	of	execution.

Based on a decentralized structure, this technology allows transactions at lower cost ensuring 
an ultimate security. It is undeniable that this technology currently the focus of all attention 

will be at the heart of the most sensitive cyber security processes, the Pentagon said recently 
it is particularly interested in Blockchain to protect its communications and purchases… Its 

success has not waned over the years, and many successors to Bitcoin already appeared such 
as the Ethereum network, whose “the smart contract” technology allows complex operations 
to be executed by the blockchain. The number of possible applications makes the Ethereum 

network the most scalable technology. 



The	multiple	advantages	offered	by	the	crypto	currency	technology	ensure		

its	democratization	and	widespread	use	in	the	mass	market,		

as	evidenced	by	the	spectacular	growth	in	the	market	capitalization		

of	all	crypto	currencies	in	2016	–	2017.

	
Holders of digital wallets are multiplying and more and more online  

businesses are allowing payments by crypto currency, confirming that  
this technology is becoming the first mass market currency of the future.  

Its continued growth makes it suitable for long term investments  
and currently attracts a significant number of professional  

and retail investors. 

	



A large proportion of crypto currency holders  
use them to make purchases  

Technology is now ripe enough to be deployed on a large scale and support a full  

market economy. Its numerous advantages designate it as an alternative to FIAT currencies; 

Speed of transactions’ execution, advanced security thanks to the blockchain protocol,  

“smart contracts”, …

	
Crypto	currencies	are	gaining	the	confidence	of	the	public	who		

are	now	interested	in	the	possibilities	offered	by	this	technology.	
The population of a European country in great economic difficulty has recently proved it.  

At the beginning of March 2018, all the Greek banks closed for a dozen days. 

Fearing a tax on their deposits, Greek savers massively invested their savings in Bitcoin, 
whose unit value rose from $40 to $$72 in two weeks.

It is estimated that the crypto currency market will exceed $6716 trillion by 2025. Supply are 

diversifying, and many have already begun the transition to this growing economy. 

	



A particular craze among the younger generations
A recent study in the United States reveals interesting results in terms of young adults’ inter-

est in crypto currency. Performed with a public of “millenials” or “Generation Y” (individuals 

born between 1980 and 2000), it reveals that out of a sample of 2000 individuals, 

30	percent	of	them	prefer	to	hold	$1000	of	Bitcoins	rather		

than	$1000	of	government	bond.

	

The same study tells us that 42 percent of them are familiar with Bitcoin. 48 percent be-

lieve that it is a positive innovation in financial technology, 27 percent say they trust Bitcoin 

more than banks and finally 42 percent of them say they are convinced that most people 

will use Bitcoin currency in the next 10 years. These figures are not trivial. 

In	2017,	the	total	number	of	“millenials”	was	estimated	at	1.8	billion,	or	27	percent	of	the	

world’s	population	of	7.4	billion.	The	fact	that	this	generation,	perfectly	at	ease	with	new	

technologies	and	all	their	applications,	is	particularly	interested	in	crypto	currencies	is	

the	indicator	of	the	emergence	of	a	new	promising	economy	that	tends	to	be	part	of	the	

general	public	habits.	

	



A new “business model”
A large number of platforms based on unprecedented business model have emerged  

over the past eight years. We are witnessing the development of a new generation  

of companies whose concept is based on the principle of the collaborative economy.  

Close to the P2P digital exchange principle, the collaborative economy relies on a simple 

principle; enable its users, professionals and individuals to get in touch directly to exchange 

goods and services. New technologies make it possible to overcome the usual infrastructures 

whose operating costs usually swallow up a considerable part of the profits.

These innovative companies flourish and popularize a new business model flexible and adapt-

able to the needs of all, a phenomenon known under the neologism of “uberisation” according 

to the service company VTC Uber (transport car with driver).

Uber,	Blablacar,	Airbnb…	Internationally	successful,	this	new	generation	of	companies		

is	writing	today’s	new	rules	on	the	market.	Much	has	been	done	since	Leboncoin,		

on	of	the	pioneering	platforms.

	
Facing	a	declining	purchasing	power,	this	new	model	provides	a	direct	access	to	goods	and	

services	eliminating	the	cost	of	usual	intermediaries,	but	above	all	it	offers	to	individuals	the	

opportunity	to	generate	considerable	income.	Individuals	now	have	access	to	a	vast	network	

of	resource	exchanges	finally	offered	at	a	fair	price.	

These platforms have also an ecological perspective by making it possible to fight the underu-

tilization of goods and the waste of resources, as evidenced by the success of the car sharing 

platform Blablacar as well as the platform of property rentals Airbnb. They also prevent excess 

consumption through the resurgence of the second-hand market such as Leboncoin.

The	collaborative	economy	market	is	bringing	about	a	reconfiguration	of	all	sectors,		

including	the	business	sector.	



Mutation of E-commerce
The benefits of E-commerce are numerous and have now attracted all age groups,  

new generations to seniors worldwide.

 

Prices defying the traditional shops’ competition, extensive and constantly renewed catalogs, 

immediate accessibility at any time of the day and night … Powerful tool of the commercial 

globalization, E-commerce also allows an unprecedented development of international  

exchanges through the provision of products now available to anyone that has a  

postal address and an internet connection, whatever its location on the globe.

	 	

Facing	the	consequences	of	a	crisis	that	has	considerably	reduced	purchasing	power,	other	

consumption	models	are	being	developed.	The	consumer	is	now	looking	for	the		

“best	deals”.	Collaborative	commerce	meets	this	need.	



Collaborative economy
Today, the collaborative economy is essential as a consumption logic necessary to the global 

economic health and is widely acclaimed by the public. 

The	rise	of	the	collaborative	model	is	currently	transforming		

all	sectors,	including	e-commerce.	

	
The success of the CrossShopper price comparator or the explosion of the use of websites 

such as Leboncoin are the markers of a significant evolution of current behaviors.  

From now on, the choice of the consumer is no longer based on the prestige of the distributor 

but on the product experience of other users. The acquisition is done in with the purpose  

of using the product and no longer being simply the owner of the product. 

We are now talking about “consomactors”, and a more responsible and more sustainable  

consumption. The trade finds a new life. 

Indeed,	the	global	economic	crisis	has	favored	the	mutual	help	of	consumers	seeking	to	

“better”	consume.	Find	the	best	prices	from	the	best	suppliers,	promoting	sustainable	qual-

ity	product,	respecting	the	environment	and	sharing	experiences	with	the	consumer	com-

munity,	these	are	now	the	habits	of	the	cyber-consumer.		

	



New sources of income
But collective self-help and ecological motives are not the only reasons that are pushing more 

and more people to adopt the collaborative economy model. The issue of remuneration is also 

an important motivation. Sell or rent your goods and objects easily, offer your services direct-

ly to individuals… The principle of supply and demand becomes more cohesive, and everyone 

can now offer their resources, whatever they may be. Faced with the possibility of receiving 

complementary or full income and seduced by a flexible tax system, more and more individu-

als and entrepreneurs take part in the collaborative economy, motivated by a desire for inde-

pendence and freedom from constraints of wage labor. 

But	it	is	no	longer	necessary	to	offer	products	or	services	to	earn	money.	An	innovative	

component	is	added	to	this	new	business	model	in	the	e-commerce	field;	the	marketing	

principle	of	multi	level	affiliation.	It	allows	users	to	become	affiliates	of	the	platform	and	

earn	money	for	each	transaction	allowed	by	their	sharing.	In	the	era	of	social	media	and	

global	communities,	this	concept	is	tomorrow’s	success.	Indeed,	this	activity	is	perfectly	

combined	with	a	regular	practice	of	social	media	and	requires	little	effort,	making		

it	accessible	to	everyone.	



Social gaming
Once shared between the home console market and the computer market,  

the video game industry focused on a specialized audience, experienced in video games.  

But the democratization of smartphones and other tablets in the last 10 years has seen  

a new audience, much more heterogeneous and not necessarily bathed in the world  

of “gaming”, category of users called “casual” players. We only need to observe users  

of public transports to realize it; it is not surprising now to see a mother staring at her phone, 

focused on her game or a senior playing a colorful card game. 

	 	
The technological evolution of mobile phone, which is about to turn the portable  

consoles market into obsolescence, has paved the way for a new video game practice and the 

emergence of a new economic model within the video game industry. 

“Casual” games are now designed to be played during short sessions, in public transport, in a 

waiting room, during a break at work … Conceived for everyone, these products are designed 

to be accessible, their handling is immediate and the interface is intuitive. No learning curve is 

needed to have fun, the pleasure is almost instantaneous. 

The addictive nature of these products with dynamic content and constant evolution  

build customer loyalty. The social aspect also deserves a special attention from developers  

who maintain a community of players by organizing various events such as competitions,  

entertainments during parties, etc…

At	the	time	of	social	media	triumph,	the	success	of	this	type	of	products	also	comes	from	

their	strong	social	dimension,	from	online	gaming	with	its	friends’	network	to	competitions.

The	gambling	economy	is	also	doing	very	well.	The	success	of	sports	betting	platforms,		

poker	and	casino	is	flourishing	thanks	to	the	democratization	of	smartphones		

and	the	accessibility	of	current	applications.	“Casual”	players	are	seduced		

by	the	opportunity	to	make	money	playing.



OUR OBSERVATIONS
The	current	demand	is	shaping	more	and	more	versatile	and	social	platforms	owing		

their	sustainability	to	evolutionary	ecosystems	that	focus	on	users’	satisfaction;		

frequent	posts,	active	community,	platforms	integrating	social	media.		Concepts	have		

to	be	innovative	and	using	new	strategies	to	be	seen	and	heard	by	demanding	customers		

in	order	to	make	them	become	members	by	increasing	their	buying	power.	

The platform and users’ interests have to converge in order to establish a dynamic  

collaboration development. All the resources available have to be used adequately to be part  

of the development of the platform and the team have to listen carefully to all the requests 

made by the community to shape the perfect solution responding to their needs. 

Today’s customers want to pay less and earn more. Rethinking the remuneration model and 

attracting an active community is necessary by offering remuneration possibilities motivating 

people to invest in the platform. 

The millennial generation shows great interest in crypto currency’s technology. The democra-

tization of their use takes part in the construction of a market economy depending less on the 

financial market that generates more and more mistrust. 

This	democratization	is	a	good	opportunity	to	adapt	this	technology	in	a	mass	market		

and	exploit	the	advantages	of	it.	

Offering an optimum experience quality is the best loyalty tool. An entertaining experience is 

also very attractive. Adding a recreational dimension encourages the consumer to use the plat-

form. The development of mobile gaming gives the opportunity to consider unique functionali-

ties on a collaborative platform. 



OUR PROJECT
Winnest	proposes	a	revolutionary	platform	com-

bining	a	collaborative	economy	and	“social	gam-

ing”	guaranteeing	gains	for	each	user.

Its	ecosystem	offers	flexible	solutions	to	cyber-

purchasers	to	access	the	best	offers	and	increase	

their	buying	power.	Winnest	could	become	a	regu-

lar	source	of	income.	

Aware of the new digital economy issues and the 

increasing public’s interest in crypto currencies, 

Winnest is introducing its own crypto currency, the 

WNC and its loyalty token, the TWNC. 

Based on the Ethereum protocol and its highly 

advanced blockchain system, this crypto currency 

opens numerous possibilities for unique applica-

tions, allowing systematic remuneration of its users 

with the loyalty token, the TWNC.

The Winnest team meets public’s expectations by 

creating a token simple to use and highly secured 

developed for mass market. The Blockchain tech-

nology corresponds perfectly to the collaborative 

market-place’s needs, its “smart contract” protocol 

allowing the integration of users’ e-reputation so 

that every transaction is done confidently. Provid-

ing a complete solution including a “wallet” and 

account management tools makes the use of the 

WNC accessible to everyone. 

Our Team wants to offer to its consumers more 

than just a market place. Winnest’s team devel-

oped a dynamics exploiting people’s daily habits 

on social media and transformed it into a produc-

tive strength. Winnest network’s users are the main 

actors in the system and they can see their activity 

rewarded. The Multi level affiliation principle ap-

pears to be the solution responding to consumers’ 

expectations. 

Based	on	a	“followers”	system,	the	multi	level		

affiliation	relies	on	its	users’	activity.	This	system		

is	saving	advertising	costs	as	every	customer		

is	“representing”	the	platform	as	well	as	extend-

ing	its	network	of	affiliates	to	ensure	maximum	

visibility.	

Also,	each	sale	effectuated	by	a	network	thanks		

to	a	collaborative	action	ensures	each		

person	of	this	network	an	appropriate	remunera-

tion	calculated	according	to	different	factors.		

The	crypto	currency	technology	is	revolutionizing	

sales	by	using	the	multi	level	affiliation.	Our	loy-

alty	token,	the	TWNC	allows	users	to	be	instantly	

remunerated	for	their	efforts.	



Under	a	social	market	place	using	the	Blockchain	technology,	WINNEST	provides		

to	individuals	and	professionals	turnkey	solutions	to	sell	and	rent	services,	properties		

and	goods.	They	also	benefit	from	the	SEO	service	based	on	a	revolutionary	process		

guaranteeing	an	optimum	visibility.	

The platform values its users and offers them a source of revenue. As if they would use a 

game, they will be able to perform a wide range of missions and will participate to competi-

tions designed to promote products in the market place WINNEST, on their personal social 

media in order to stimulate the transaction flow of the platform.

WINNEST	ecosystem’s	social	and	enjoyable	aspects	have	been	designed	to	seduce	a	wide	

audience	of	“casual	players”	motivated	by	the	remuneration	and	enchanted	by	the	pleas-

ant	and	addictive	experience	of	the	app.	

Combining the Multi-level affiliation principle and the “gaming design” concept,  

WINNEST innovates in the collaborative economy field and introduces  

the first recreational market place. 

Inspired	by	successful	productions	on	smartphones,	WINNEST	combines	pleasure	with	

practicality	by	proposing	addictive	and	social	gaming	mode.	Rankings,	competitions,	

grades,	all	the	ingredients	of	a	catchy	game	that	pays	off	to	all	participants!



1. Launch of a crypto currency by WINNEST 

intended for the mass market allowing every-

one to be part of a new digital economy. The 

adoption of the Ethereum technology, ex-

tremely flexible enables an optimum transac-

tion comfort.  

2. The security, guaranteed by the blockchain 

protocol of the Ethereum network, crypto cur-

rency model chose by WINNEST for its multi-

ple possibilities and versatility. 

3. The Blockchain “Smart Contract’ protocol 

of the Ethereum network allows WINNEST to 

integrate the e-reputation to each users’ pro-

file in order to securely exchange.

4. WINNEST maximizes its users’ earnings 

and enables the adequate profits redistribution 

to all actors during each transaction. Buyers, 

sellers, followers and users that participated or 

were related to the sale will be rewarded. 

5. The WINNEST ecosystem relies on incen-

tive operations permitting exponential growth 

of the transactional flow thanks to the plat-

form audience.

6. A decentralized infrastructure relying on 

each of its users and their network to avoid 

most of the fees linked to the SEO needs.

7. An intuitive market-place and turnkey 

solutions, free and rewarding online product 

publication. 

8. A recreational “social gaming” experi-

ence thanks to addictive games principles that 

draws the player in an exciting completion 

with real gains

9. A large catalogue of products et ser-

vices with clear and complete product sheets, 

including users’ feedbacks to make a better 

choice under the best possible conditions. The 

natural selection of the best offers by the users 

ensures WINNEST to be a recognized market-

place for the quality and price of its products.

10. A complete solution of digital “wallet” 

authorizing its user to choose which currency 

to use during a transaction. If WINNEST advis-

es its users to use the WNC, nothing prevents 

them to use a traditional FIAT currency. At any 

time, the WNC can be converted into the cur-

rency of their choice. 

OUR STRATEGY



THE “SOCIAL MARKET PLACE” WINNEST,
A NEW KIND OF SERVICE ECONOMY.

Genuine	tool	box	of	the	collaborative	economy,	the	WINNEST	platform	is	a	social		

market-place	where	services,	rentals	and	products	will	be	offered	with	the	advantage		

of	being	able	to	use	the	WNC	as	a	method	of	payment.	By	encouraging	consumers	to	only		

use	the	WNC,	WINNEST	position	itself	as	one	of	the	first	market-place	using	a	crypto		

currency	as	standard	currency	to	pay	for	transactions.	

INvesTmeNT
The WNC was designed to simplify exchanges between users. The WINNEST team facilitates its 

use and offers a complete solution including an intuitive “wallet” as well as a multitude of tools 

to easily manage its digital account.

No technical knowledge is required, you just need to register on the website to create a profile 

as well as a wallet to purchase, receive or win WNC and TWNC. The introduction  

of crypto currency on a market as dynamic and volatile as the one proposed  

by the platform represents a very favorable environment for the WNC valuation  

and offers an excellent investment opportunity. 

The	customers	will	be	able	to	use	WINNEST’s	“wallet”	only	for	their	WNC	that	they	will	be	

able	to	spend	on	the	market-place	or	convert	into	FIAT	money	or	crypto	currency.

Wallet’s key 
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Currency transfer 
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REMUNERATION AND “GAMING”
The	WINNEST	ecosystem’s	dynamic	is	assured	by	its	collaborative	remuneration	principle.	

Our	loyalty	token,	the	TWNC	greatly	facilitates	the	“cashback”	operations	and	users’	remu-

neration.	Gains	are	immediate.	

The crypto currency revolutionizes the multi-level affiliation and makes it more flexible.  

The revenues are instantly credited and usable. 

The	WINNEST	platform	can	become	a	source	of	income	for	users	using	the	network.	

They simply have to advertise products from the WINNEST catalogue, boosting the market 

place offers’ visibility on social medias and thus the growth of the transaction flow,  

while having fun…

The income model structure of the multi level affiliation inspired the WINNEST team  

to add an entertaining dimension to the user’s experience able to “play” with WINNEST.  

The game is quick, distracting and gratifying. The “player” is motivated by the fun  

and social aspect of the WINNEST application and retained by regular gains. 

« GAMING », GRADES AND MISSIONS
Each consumer’s profile includes his grade, experience gained and the experience  

you need to acquire before reaching the next higher grade… Exactly like a video game.

The	emphasis	is	placed	on	the	experience	social	aspect:	all	around,	everyone	wins.

Adding	a	“gaming”	dimension	to	the	WINNEST	ecosystem	values	the	experiences		

and	offers	an	extra	bonus	to	the	user.

Each grade corresponds to a remuneration rate on the followers’ sales, encouraging  

those wanting to increase their earnings to expand their network and intensify  

their activity on the platform. Each sale generates a certain amount of TWNC  

proportional to the purchasing amount in WNC. 

The TWNC are divided and fractioned by an algorithm and then redistributed to the people that 

participated to the sale according to different criteria:

TWNC Bank  
(fidelity point)

Purchases Sells Participation’s redistribution  
of the Winnest network
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1. The Buyer  
The buyer gets 10% of the generated TWNC, no matter which grade he belongs to.

2. The seller
The seller gets a TWNC amount relating to his user’s grade level.

3. Sharing
A person contributing to the sale by sharing a service or a product gets 10%  

of the final price, credited in WNC, the WINNEST platform’s crypto currency.  

Sharing products and services ensure a free advertising for the seller and the gain  

promised encourages users to share a maximum of offers.

4. The « followers ».  

As most social media platforms, users can follow their favorite sellers’ activities. For each 

sale made by someone, his followers will get a small amount generated in TWNC. 

5. The sponsoring.
Users have the possibility to highlight products and services thanks to the sponsoring 

system. This illustrates the “gaming” dimension: by investing a certain amount of TWNC to 

sponsor a product or service, it will scroll on the WINNEST application’s home page.

 If a transaction is made thanks to this product “sponsor”, the person will earn a part  

of the TWNC amount generated by the sale, the one invested to sponsor the offer as well 

as the other amounts invested by competing users. This functionality stimulates  

the competition between users and allows dynamic advertising for products and services. 



The gaming experience
1.approach & pLaTForm

It is following a long video game market study, in particular the one for mobile, that WINNEST 

elaborated its enjoyable platform for the people using it giving them pleasure and participat-

ing to the economic dynamics of the market place. 

WINNEST committed to mix the exaltation for gambling activities and the excitement for puzzle 

games boosted by competitive missions such as PVP (Player vs. Player). Combining the multi 

level affiliation principles with mechanism used in the video game world, our team created a fun 

application where users will notice their pay rate in TWNC increase as they accomplish diverse 

missions, the missions always aiming to value the products and services of the WINNEST mar-

ket place and thus the transactional flow of the platform. 

The platform allows different gaming sessions of varying duration, whether users  

want to play occasionally or get involve in the platform and see their efforts rewarded  

by increasing their earnings in TWNC and WNC. 

Players will find familiar elements such as a dashboard including their profile and their grade 

level, tables recording the experience gained as well as the experience needed to upgrade, 

menus listing the various missions available as well as events and animations varying over time, 

the community evolution and a contact list letting people challenge others users. 

The WINNEST team put in place algorithm guaranteeing users a range of experience, fun and 

dynamic. They will be able to play with WINNEST as they play with any other  

successful mobile games. 



3.MISSIONS
Different	types	of	missions	are	proposed:

A SELLING OR BuYING MISSION IN WNC : 
A certain amount of transaction have to be validated by the player

VALuE ThE WNC CRYPTO CuRRENCY” MISSION: 
WNC transactions by the player, resulting from a purchase, sale and also the transactions  

allowed by the player such as “following”, sharing and sponsoring that have to reach  

a certain amount. 

ShARING MISSION:  
The player has to obtain a certain amount of products shared

BATTLE / WIN MISSION: 
The player has to reach a certain amount of followers

Many other missions will enhance the player’s experience, elaborated according to its grade 

level, the season and diverse events organized within the community. 

2.GRADES
Using the multi level affiliation hierarchical system, the grade system allows users to evolve 

thanks to the experience accumulated during the missions. 

The different grade levels will define users’ pay rate in TWNC, for example when the TWNC  

generated by a “followed” user’s sale are redistributed. More than 50 grade levels  

will be available and allow users to appreciate their significant progress margin  

so each game gives infinite pleasure. Each grade corresponds to a range of different missions  

to ensure users a diverse and evolving experience. 

TRAINEE GOLD TRAINEEBRONZE TRAINEE BRONZE MANAGERAGENT AGENT PREMIUMSILVER TRAINEE



Winnest offers the opportunity to interact on the platform with individual missions,  

with two or more people, quests that will allow you to upgrade, earn TWNC  

and become influencer of the moment.

According to the bonuses’ E-reputation offered: the unlocking of a bonus may favor  

an influencer’s position for several days, the financing of a product sponsorship  

or the obtaining of a high grade for a period.

The innovative feature of Winnest opens the door to several benefit that are related  

to the user’s activity on the platform.

Each user is propelled into brand ambassador for each product, seller and buyer.

To develop the influence, the interactive platform Winnest offers to users  

several missions to achieve:

solo or individual mode
for personal mission, either against your followers or against other

opponents or users on the network.

le mode multi-joueur ou collectif
to realize with the followers missions or challenge against

other users on the network.

There are also “Upgrade” missions that allow you to progressively  

increase your rank.

tHe influencer mode
It should be noted that each mission can include a time limit that reflects the time  

remaining before the end of a mission. Thus, each accomplished mission allows you  

to win the TWNC in game while developing your E-reputation.

mission & ambassador



tHe sHop
The shop stands out as Winnest’s flagship store, 

giving you the ability to boost visibility or redis-

tributions by shopping in WNC to give users the 

ability to be displayed in influencers’ missions as 

an influencer of the moment.

Nevertheless, it requires a setting of  

the promotion area (distance or geographical 

location) and the duration of the promotion which 

will define a number of TWNC distributed for the 

boost of the influencer profile. The shop gives the 

opportunity to buy ranks to get up quickly in its 

own network while accelerating redistribution  

on followers’ sales.

tHe podiums
The podiums are intended to display the best 

challengers according to a given geographical 

area.

Distinctions are defined as follow :

• Missions accomplished

• The TWNC won

• The WNC won

A user reaching the podium develops his level  

of visibility and this thanks to his performance 

level on Winnest.



e-reputation reward
TWNC represents the E-reputation of a user;  
each level reached allows to unlock bonuses offered 
by Winnest according to the amount of TWNC  
cumulated.

When a bonus is unlocked, it activates it and
moves it to the top of the page in the current  
bonuses.

Thus, the E-reputation allows to have :
• An influencer’s position for several days
• An amount to sponsor a product of your choice
• A special “All for me” which allows to reach  
 a higher rank during a period in order to boost 
 redistributions and many other bonuses.

The missions remain playful and fun, with the aim  
of enjoying alone or to several people the  
advantages of different grades or e-reputation  
and to accumulate a maximum of TWNC and WNC 
on the platform.

Winnest revolutionizes consumption and exchange 
modes thanks to the E-reputation technology that
optimizes the visibility of each user and contributes 
to the increase of purchasing power.

diffusion & advertising 
Winnest revolutionizes the way information  
is communicated and offers the opportunity  
to increase the visibility of a publication for free, 
thanks to the “boost” sponsorship funded  
by the TWNC cumulated.

The “Diffusion” tab allows you to visualize the latest 
publications and their impacts.
The publications can be boosted by defining a TWNC 
distributed to people sharing the post.

The “Boost’ functionality includes audience  
management conditions:
• The minimum number of followers needed  
 to share and win redistribution
• Add sharing limit to extend communication

Depending on the target chosen, the boosted  
publications appear in the “Post” missions  
or in the newsfeed. 

For each user’s share, the TWNC monetized action  
is deducted from the TWNC budget.



Buying influence on Winnest makes it possible to promote a publication, video, product 
or link directly on the influencers’ news feed and those who have an interest in increasing 
visibility.

Winnest offers to its users the possibility to become influencer or prescriber  

thanks to the synergy of its concept to develop intensively the network of followers.

In one of the most interesting features, Winnest allows the influencers to sell in WNC or 

TWNC advertising spaces on their news feeds (according to their followers’ 

network)

How does it work ? 
• Publish influence and allow influencers to sell advertising space on their profiles  

 or propose to appear on their news feeds

• The price is fixed in TWNC or WNC by followers reached by the publication

Publishing influence …. Integrate several conditions such as :
• Set a rate in TWNC or WNC by followers reached by the publication

•  Sort the groups of followers by interest they want to share

• Verify the publications before validating them

Thus, a user can :
• Buy targeted visibility by interest, location and can also add a budget in TWNC  

 by sharing the post on the influencer’s network.

• From orders, the user has a global vision on the reach of the latest publications   

 made on different influencers’ networks.

• The campaigns can be paused, restarted or simply deleted.

• The system ensures the “reach” of a publication, the buyer only pays when one  

 of the influencer’s follower is actually reached; It is possible to define  

 a maximum  budget management.

• Publications are shared et targeted by interests in order to ensure KPIs  

 while optimizing CPA.

Winnest revolutionizes the way information is communicated and opens the boundaries 
or shared and targeted advertising.

Winnest offers to its users the possibility to become influencer or prescriber  

thanks to the synergy of its concept to develop intensively the network of followers.

In one of the most interesting features, Winnest allows the influencers to sell in WNC  

or TWNC advertising spaces on their news feeds (according to their followers’ network)

A user can purchase visibility and make targeted publication by interest and location  

on the influencer’s network.

To boost the reach, the buyer can also add a budget in TWNC to share the post.

Winnest revolutionizes the way information is communicated and opens the boundaries 
or shared and targeted advertising.

influenceurs & reacH



DISTRIBUTION AND SHARE
Thanks	to	the	remuneration	model	improving	the	multi	level	affiliation	principle,		

the	WINNEST	market	place	offers	to	individuals	and	companies	a	great		

and	powerful	marketing	tool.	

The users’ products benefit from an optimal visibility thanks to the active SEO made  

by the communication of rewarded users. Sellers will also be able to invest TWNC to boost their  

visibility on the market place. Renting properties, services, second hand product sale … WINNEST makes 

available to individuals a platform comparable to the “Swiss knife” of the collaborative economy  

that offers the advantage to pay with WNC. 

The	WINNEST	platform’s	growth	is	collective	and	allows	the	emergence		

of	a	greater	market	fairness..	
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OUR TOKEN
WNC,	the	ERC-20	“utility”	token	WINNEST

WINNEST wants to introduce the first general public crypto currency created to serve  

the mass market, the useful token called the WNC.

Given the purposes of the platform, the use of the crypto currency was evident and permitted to create a 

useful token dedicated to the platform although convertible into fiat money and other crypto currency on 

the market. Its regulatory flexibility (depending on the user’s country of residence tax legislation) makes 

this crypto currency ideal for consequent tax optimization and offers the opportunity to make a smart and 

profitable investment. 

The WINNEST team chose the Ethereum network to create its token. The Ethereum network is secured by 

the Blockchain protocol supporting the execution of “smart-contracts” allowing our engineers to integrate 

the e-reputation system to users’ profile.
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THE	BLOCKCHAIN	SYSTEM:

The process on which the blockchain is based is simple, but revolutionary. Based on the technol-

ogy developed by Ethereum, the system is designed to operate as follow: each transaction is 

conducted peer to peer. But for each transaction to be operational and validated by the net-

work, they are accompanied by a downloaded registry file, the blockchain file. This file records 

each transaction made on the crypto currency network used as well as the current one. The 

transaction is effective only if the file was correctly transferred between peers and if its integrity 

and feasibility were verified and validated by a third network server dedicated to this task.  

WHO	VERIFIES	THE	TRANSACTIONS	AND	THEIR	INTEGRITY?

The Blockchain files are verified by a wide users’ network called “miners”.

Those remunerated users put their know-how and machines at the crypto currency network 

service, and verify and encrypt the transactions recorded into a “block” of files operating as a 

register (“block” called blockchain as each session is added to the other “blocks”), in order to 

ensure a total transparency and absolute traceability. 

A	“SMART-CONTRACT”	TO	GIVE	MORE	CREDIBILITY	TO	USERS

Thanks to the last Ethereum blockchain technologies’ development on which rely our crypto 

currency, the transactions between users are not only protected by a sophisticated security sys-

tem but also include the smart contract system.

From now on, users’ reputation is included in the information constituting the “block” file. In-

formation relating to their reliability (quality of the products sold, seller’s responsiveness, user’s 

grade level, sale’s tracking, etc…) are included in the block, and will be able to be exported, with 

the aim of being integrated in other market places. 

The “smart-contracts” of the WINNEST platform are developed in SOLIDITY programming lan-

guage. https://solidity.readthedocs.io/en/v0.4.20/

Those	unchanging	data	transcribed	into	the	Blockchain	are	a	valuable	asset	to	confirm	a	seller	

or	buyer’s	authenticity	and	then	build	a	relationship	of	mutual	trust.
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TWNC, THE LOYALTY WINNEST TOKEN

One	of	the	innovative	concept	introduced	by	Winnest	if	our	loyalty	token,	the	TWNC.

The TWNC are the equivalent of the tokens you exchange in a casino et serves  

the same function on the WINNEST platform. During each transaction, an amount of TWNC  

is generated, proportional to the amount of the transaction. 10% of the TWNC amount  

is credited to the purchaser. An algorithm calculates the redistribution of the 90% remaining  

to the seller, his followers according to their respective grade as well as a potential sponsor that 

allowed the sale by sponsoring the product. 

The TWNC can be used for example to promote your product, sponsor other products to try to 

win a percentage if the product is sold or exchange it with WNC.

The	introduction	of	the	loyalty	token	enables	users	wanting	to	try	the	fun	experience	pro-

posed	by	Winnest	to	play	without	having	to	buy	or	sell	products.	Their	participation	contrib-

utes	to	the	transactional	dynamics	of	the	website	et	guarantees	the	users	to	see	their	contri-

bution	rewarded	in	TWNC.



OUR bUsiness mOdel
Winnest brings together different business models that benefit its users.

The platform is remunerated only in WNC according to the contribution of the community. 

1/ TWNC CommissioN sysTem geNeraTed Through  
The WiNNesT NeTWork

The first WINNEST business model will automatically charge a relative commission  

on TWNCs generated on all transactions and events made to create TWNC from the WINNEST

social marketplace.

Thus, users are not impacted on the amount of their sales.

maiN aCTors:
Companies + Individuals

our serviCes
Services + products + rentals

orders
62%: of users will place orders from WINNEST

78€:  WINNEST users’ average annual expenses

2/ WNC iNvesTmeNT
WINNEST offers to users to progress up the ranks. To do so, several missions integrate expenses 

and purchasing objectives in WNC. WINNEST makes available WNC purchase on the platform.

The WNC is considered as “utility”

WNC investment
= 12% of users in 2018, 60% of ursers in 2021

monthly average investment per user: 
- 9,48 dollars per user = 113,76 dollars per year

real hypothesis per user 
56,88 dollars per year

TWNC
generating

Distribution %
Winnest

foundation

Distribution %
Winnest

users



our tokens sales
Winnest offers to enjoy now offers in preview. From August 2018 will be launched the sale of

the Winnest token, the WNC, whose issue will be limited to the number of 5,000,000,000

WNC during the initial offer of tokens (ICO)

The broadcast of the tokens will last 12 weeks and will be broken down into 3 phases.  

The first phase is the emission of 1,000,000,000 tokens for 4 weeks of presales broken down 

into 2 phases of 2 weeks each. The second phase is the issue of 4,000,000,000 tokens  

for 8 weeks of main sales. 

The duration of each of these phases will depend on two criteria:

Time
each phase will have a limited duration. Of at the end of this term all the tokens

have not been sold, the remaining tokens are withdrawn.

The number of tokens available
at each issue, if all the tokens are sold, the current phase will end and the other sale  

will start, opening a new phase until the end of the 12 weeks.

Why buy WNC iN presale ?

WINNEST limits the total amount of WNC to 10,000,000,000 units.  

For a limited time, Winnest offers to buy WNCs with bonuses. From September  

until the end of December 2018, the WNC will be available at a price of $ 0.005  

per unit or 200 WNC for one dollar. A 4-week presales will offer 40% bonuses  

for the first two weeks and then 30% for the next two weeks on WNC purchases.  

the ICO will last a total of 12 weeks and will offer various bonuses. 

Reception key  
multi currencies  

marketplace

WNC Bank Marketplace  
Currencies received by  
credit card or PAYPAL

WNC buyer

Purchase in currencies

WNC sent

Crypto currency 

am
ount sent
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OUR tOkens sALes
During this period, Winnest will deploy special offers: 

FiRst OFFeR
Take advantage of bonuses by sharing our initial money offer with your contacts !

According to the platform on which you share the offer, get bonuses on the amount of WNC 

purchased. Accumulate shares on three different platforms offered to see your WNC bonus 

increase by up to 6%, regardless of the period you are in when you invest.

secOnd OFFeR
Depending on the amount invested, WINNEST offers the following bonuses  

during the whole initial offer period. 

2%
on Wnc 2%

on Wnc
2%

on Wnc

50.000$ 100.000$

1000$
1%

5000$
3%

10
%

10.000$

6
%

+500.000$

25
%15

%



WNC evolutioN

WiNNeSt uSerS 50 000 260 000 670 000 1 750 000

iNveSt uSerS 
iN WNC iCo NoN iNCluded

12% invest in WNC  
= 60% in fine 6 000 65 000 254 600 1 050 000

SoCiAl CoSt($) 420 000 1 120 000 1 640 000 243 000

fuNCtioN CoSt 
& CHArGeS ($) 150 000 410 000 740 000 1 200 000

eveNtS       soft cap         evolution & enhancement         evolution & enhancement         evolution & enhancement         hard cap

iCo budGet($) 
fiNANCeMeNt

diStributioN Soft CAP 100% AN 1  
distribution HArd CAP 100% iN fiNe  

= 50% AN2 / 30% AN3 / 20% AN4
570 000 765 000 459 000 306 000 2 100 000

AN1 (2019) AN2 AN3 AN4

FRench maRket

HYPotHeSiS

WNC APPRECIATION



WNC evolutioN

WiNNeSt uSerS 147 000 764 400 1 969 800 5 145 000

iNveSt uSerS 
iN WNC iCo NoN iNCluded

12% invest in WNC  
= 60% in fine 1 234 800 3 292 800 4 821 600 7 144 200

SoCiAl CoSt($) 2 667 168 7 112 488 10 414 656 15 431 472

fuNCtioN CoSt 
& CHArGeS ($) 441 000 1 205 400 2 175 600 3 528 000

eveNtS       soft cap         evolution & enhancement         evolution & enhancement         evolution & enhancement       hard cap

iCo budGet($) 
fiNANCeMeNt

diStributioN Soft CAP 100% AN 1  
distribution HArd CAP 100% iN fiNe  

= 50% AN2 / 30% AN3 / 20% AN4
1 675 800 2 249 100 1 349 460 899 640 6 174 000

AN1 (2019) 
Q2

AN2 AN3 AN4HYPotHeSiS

european market

WNC APPRECIATION

WNC evolutioN

WiNNeSt uSerS 317 000 1 651 104 4 254 768 11 113 200

iNveSt uSerS 
iN WNC iCo NoN iNCluded

12% invest in WNC  
= 60% in fine 38 102 412 776 1 616 812 6 667 920

SoCiAl CoSt($) 2 667 168 7 112 488 10 414 656 15 431 472

fuNCtioN CoSt 
& CHArGeS ($) 952 560 2 603 664 4 699 296 7 620 480

eveNtS         soft cap         evolution & enhancement         evolution & enhancement         evolution & enhancement     hard cap

iCo budGet($) 
fiNANCeMeNt

diStributioN Soft CAP 100% AN 1  
distribution HArd CAP 100% iN fiNe  

= 50% AN2 / 30% AN3 / 20% AN4
3 619 528 4 858 056 2 914 833 1 943 222 13 335 839

AN1 (2019) 
Q3

AN2 AN3 AN4

USA & cAnAdA mArket

HYPotHeSiS

WNC APPRECIATION

WNC evolutioN

WiNNeSt uSerS 476 280 2 476 656 6 382 152 16 669 800

iNveSt uSerS 
iN WNC iCo NoN iNCluded

12% invest in WNC  
= 60% in fine 57 154 619 164 2 425 218 10 001 880

SoCiAl CoSt($) 4 000 752 10 668 672 15 621 984 23 147 208

fuNCtioN CoSt 
& CHArGeS ($) 1 428 640 3 905 496 7 048 944 11 430 720

eveNtS         soft cap         evolution & enhancement         evolution & enhancement         evolution & enhancement         hard cap

iCo budGet($) 
fiNANCeMeNt

diStributioN Soft CAP 100% AN 1  
distribution HArd CAP 100% iN fiNe  

= 50% AN2 / 30% AN3 / 20% AN4
5 429 592 7 287 084 4 372 250 2 914 833 20 003 759

AN1 (2019) 
Q4

AN2 AN3 AN4HYPotHeSiS

asia market

WNC APPRECIATION



ThE “SEO” REVOLuTION TO ENhANCE 
PRODuCTS’ VISIBILITY.
Being based on the multi-level affiliation that 

allows to pay all the stakeholders of the plat-

form, sellers, buyers and players, the prod-

ucts and services highlight will be led by the 

users’ community. 

The TWNC redistributions encourage them 

to sponsor and share products and services 

with other users ensuring an optimal vis-

ibility. Your own sales and purchases on the 

platform will make you win TWNC that can 

be use to promote products at lower cost. To 

win even more TWNC, the sellers themselves 

can “play a game” by sponsoring or sharing 

competing offers. 

ThE MuLTIPLE BENEFITS OF ThE WIN-
NEST TOKEN. 
The WINNEST platform’s users will be provid-

ed with an electronic wallet. Although having 

the ability to purchase with the currency of 

your choice, using the local crypto currency 

will offer multiple benefits. In addition to the 

possibility to exchange with other currency 

or crypto currency, it also offers a signifi-

cantly higher security compare to traditional 

banking systems.

DEVELOPMENT OF A VIRTuAL ShOP AT 
NO COST. 
For ease of use, WINNEST’s application al-

lows any user, no matter their computer skill 

level, to set up a virtual shop and sell their 

products and services for free. No website 

to set up, no web hosting to pay, no mainte-

nance to perform, the WINNEST team fully 

supports the management of the platform to 

allow you to focus on what is essential, the 

promotion and the sale of your products and 

services. The WINNEST market-place offers 

to its users a clearly structured and intuitive 

browsing and guarantees an optimum opera-

tional comfort. 

A TEChNICAL SuPPORT AVAILABLE  
24 hOuRS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK ALL 
YEAR LONG
If you encounter any technical difficulties, 

a highly qualified team is available to assist 

you, day and night, to solve the problem.

SECuRITY AND LOW TRANSACTION 
COST
Thanks to the Ethereum network, all your 

transactions are secured by the blockchain 

technology, the exchanges take place peer 

to peer without any intermediary. Increase 

your buying power on a revolutionary plat-

form combining a collaborative economy and 

“social gaming”. 

AN ExTENSIVE CATALOG FOR ALL 
TYPE OF uSERS
One of the platform strength relies on an 

extensive catalogue of products and services. 

Each user will be sure to find what they are 

looking for, attracting a wide range of con-

A. ADVANTAGES OF THE WINNEST MARKET-PLACE  
FOR PROFESSIONALS:



sumers. Furthermore, the dynamics at the 

heart of the WINNEST platform based on 

the remuneration from sharing and selling 

products guarantees an exponential growth 

of users’ network in order to become a mass 

market-place, ensuring optimal visibility for 

its sellers’ virtual shops. 

A REAL MASS MARKET-PLACE
The WINNEST team wants to seduce all type 

of users, buyers, sellers and players by devel-

oping a community platform that meets the 

needs and expectations of everyone. Wheth-

er it is to go shopping, sell products or get-

ting entertain, users will make the time spent 

on the platform profitable. All those possibili-

ties will constitute a wide base of users that 

could be potentials customers. 

QuALITY PRODuCTS AND SERVICES
Thanks to the “smart-contracts” protocol 

of the secured Blockchain system, on each 

user’s profile will appear its e-reputation, 

ensuring its reliability as well as the quality of 

the products and services offered. Thus, the 

selection process operated by the consum-

ers themselves will make it possible to build a 

catalogue offering only the best services and 

products.  

A SIGNIFICANT REDuCTION  
IN COMPETITION
The innovative concept of the WINNEST 

market-place gives it an “outsider status” on 

the internet trading market. This way, it is 

not in direct competition with big collabora-

tive e-commerce platforms such as Amazon 

or Ebay having, inter alia, the entertaining 

dimension as well as a previously unseen af-

filiation system on marketplaces and other 

e-commerce platforms. 

A COMMITTED uSER BASE
The organizational dynamics of the platform 

encourages the synergy between users in 

order to boost the transactional flow, guaran-

teeing optimal visibility of your virtual shop 

and a continuous circulation of your products 

and services. 

DECLINATION OF ThE WINNEST APP 
ON VARIOuS MEDIA SuPPORTS 
Windows, Mac OS, Android or Apple … WIN-

NEST will be operational on all operating 

system, fixed or mobile. 

ThE uSE OF “SMART CONTRACTS” 
STOPS FRAuDuLENT uSERS !
With the e-reputation that has been integrat-

ed directly into users’ profile using the smart 

contracts borne by the secured Blockchain 

system, no more bad surprises ! Be assured 

of the user’s reliability with whom you trade. 



ThE “SEO” REVOLuTION TO ENhANCE 
PRODuCTS’ VISIBILITY.
Being based on the multi-level affiliation that 

allows to pay all the stakeholders of the plat-

form, sellers, buyers and players, the prod-

ucts and services highlight will be led by the 

users’ community. 

The TWNC redistributions encourage them 

to sponsor and share products and services 

with other users ensuring an optimal vis-

ibility. Your own sales and purchases on the 

platform will make you win TWNC that can 

be use to promote products at lower cost. To 

win even more TWNC, the sellers themselves 

can “play a game” by sponsoring or sharing 

competing offers. 

ThE MuLTIPLE BENEFITS  
OF ThE WINNEST TOKEN. 
The WINNEST platform’s users will be provid-

ed with an electronic wallet. Although having 

the ability to purchase with the currency of 

your choice, using the local crypto currency 

will offer multiple benefits. In addition to the 

possibility to exchange with other currency 

or crypto currency, it also offers a signifi-

cantly higher security compare to traditional 

banking systems.

BuY, SELL, RENT … AND PLAY !
Products, real estate, services … No more 

slotting fees, set up your virtual shop in a 

minute. Enjoy an excellent exposure at no 

cost with the TWNC ! Extend you network of 

influence and multiply the gain sustainably ! 

MAKE MONEY PLAYING ! 
The WINNEST interface is designed as a 

modern game to offer a pleasurable experi-

ence. Intuitive dashboard, wide range of mis-

sions and competitions between users… The 

WINNEST technical team will animate the 

platform dynamically for a rich and entertain-

ing experience. 

MONEY ThAT ONLY BELONGS TO YOu
The WNC crypto currency benefits from an 

advantageous taxation as long as you keep 

it within the WINNEST network (The WNC 

taxation status depends on the laws in your 

country of residence). Thus, everything that 

you earn can be fully yours, no matter what 

you decide to do with it. 

According to the current crypto currency tax 

system in your country of residence, real-

ize significant tax optimization keeping your 

crypto currency within the WINNEST net-

work and make it your main buying and sell-

ing platform, you have everything to gain !

A PROFITABLE INVESTMENT
The WINNEST platform deploys the most 

appropriate technologies in order to value 

the WNC. Whether you are an active user or 

just want to invest money that will “work” for 

you while you’re away, WINNEST implements 

tools designed to get fast and secure return 

on investment. 

B. ADVANTAGES OF THE WINNEST  
MARKET-PLACE FOR INDIVIDUALS: 





WORKFLOW ANNEX


